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Nov 18 (Reuters) - Elon Musk emailed Twitter staff on Friday 
asking that any employees who write software code report to the 
10th floor of the office in San Francisco early afternoon, accord-
ing to an email reviewed by Reuters.

The billionaire said in a follow-up email, “If possible, I would 
appreciate it if you could fly to SF to be present in person,” 
adding he would be at the company’s headquarters until midnight 
and would return Saturday morning.
U.S. opens antitrust probe into Ticketmaster -New York Times
He said the engineers should report at 2 p.m. on Friday.

The emails came a day after hundreds of Twitter employees were 
estimated to have decided to quit the beleaguered social media 
company following a Thursday deadline from Musk that staffers 
sign up for “long hours at high intensity,” or leave.
Musk says Twitter reinstates banned users Griffin, Peterson; no 
decision on Trump yet
FTX founder’s remarks pose challenge for his lawyers
Explainer: Crypto lender Genesis plagued by contagion concern 
after FTX blowup
After Elon Musk’s ultimatum, Twitter employees start exiting
FTX’s Sam Bankman-Fried cashed out $300 million during fund-
ing spree - WSJ
The company had told employees it would close its offices and 
cut badge access until Monday, according to two sources, and it 
was not immediately known whether the headquarters reopened.

Musk ordered employees to email him a summary of what their 
software code has “achieved” in the past six months, “along with 
up to 10 screenshots of the most salient lines of code.”

“There will be short, technical interviews that allow me to better 
understand the Twitter tech stack,” Musk wrote in one of the 
emails.

Musk said earlier this week that some Tesla engineers were 
assisting in evaluating Twitter’s engineering teams, but he said it 
was on a “voluntary basis” and “after hours.”

He said he would try to speak with remote employees by video, 
and that only people who could not physically get to the compa-
ny’s headquarters or have a family emergency would be excused.

In his first email to Twitter employees this month, Musk said: 
“We are also changing Twitter policy such that remote work is no 
longer allowed, unless you have a specific exception.”

“Managers will send the exceptions lists to me for review and 
approval.”

Musk’s first three weeks as Twitter’s owner have been marked by 
rapid change and chaos. He quickly fired Twitter’s previous CEO 
and other senior leaders and then laid off half its staff earlier this 
month.

Musk wrote on Twitter late on Thursday that he was not worried 
about resignations as “the best people are staying.”

FBI director ‘very concerned’ by 
Chinese ‘police stations’ in U.S.

WASHINGTON, Nov 17 (Reuters) - The United 
States is deeply concerned about the Chinese 
government setting up unauthorized 'police sta-
tions' in U.S. cities to possibly pursue influence 
operations, FBI Director Christopher Wray told 
lawmakers on Thursday.

Safeguard Defenders, a Europe-based human 
rights organization, published a report in Septem-
ber revealing the presence of dozens of Chinese 
police "service stations" in major cities around 
the world, including New York.
Republicans in Congress have requested answers 
from the Biden administration about their influ-
ence.

The report said the stations were an extension of 
Beijing's efforts to pressure some Chinese na-
tionals or their relatives abroad to return to China 
to face criminal charges. It also linked them to ac-
tivities of China's United Front Work Department, 
a Communist Party body charged with spreading 
its influence and propaganda overseas.

Republicans identify 42 Biden administration 
officials they want to testify
Western New York eyes weekend deluge of 
lake-effect snow
"I'm very concerned about this. We are aware of 
the existence of these stations," Wray told a U.S. 
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental 
Affairs Committee hearing, acknowledging but 

declining to detail the FBI's investigative 
work on the issue.

"But to me, it is outrageous to think that the 
Chinese police would attempt to set up shop, 
you know, in New York, let's say, without 
proper coordination. It violates sovereignty 
and circumvents standard judicial and law 
enforcement cooperation processes."

Wray, asked by Republican Senator Rick 
Scott if such stations violated U.S. law, said 
the FBI was "looking into the legal parame-
ters."

Republicans in the U.S. House of Represen-
tatives, including Greg Murphy and Mike 
Waltz, sent letters to the Justice Department 
in October asking if President Joe Biden's ad-
ministration was investigating such stations 
and arguing they could be used to intimidate 
U.S. residents of Chinese origin.

China's embassy in Washington did not re-
spond immediately to a request for comment.

Earlier this month, its foreign ministry denied 
it had such stations in the Netherlands after a 
probe by Dutch authorities. China said they 
were offices to help Chinese citizens renew 
documents.

Wray 
said the 
United 
States 
had 
made a 
num-
ber of 
indict-
ments 
involv-
ing the 
Chi-
nese 

government harassing, stalking, surveilling, 
and blackmailing people in the United States 
who disagreed with Chinese leader Xi Jin-
ping.

"It's a real problem and something that we're 
talking with our foreign partners about, as 
well, because we're not the only country 
where this has occurred," he said.

The United States unsealed criminal charges 
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Editor’s Choice

People enjoy the hot weather on Brighton beach, during a heatwave in Brigh-
ton, Britain. REUTERS/Peter Cziborra

A newborn named Elias is held after his birth in a cesarean delivery to parents Alia and Karim 
at Charite hospital, as the world’s population is estimated to reach 8 billion this week, according 
to a United Nations report, in Berlin, Germany, November 15. REUTERS/Lisi Niesner

Mexico’s Edgar Rivera in action during the men’s high jump final at World Athletics Champion-
ships. REUTERS/Mike Segar

Reyna Montoya smiles through 
tears as organizers for Proposi-
tion 308, a ballot initiative that 
would extend in-state tuition 
at Arizona universities to all 
students regardless of immi-
gration status, celebrate as they 
learn the proposition was ahead 
during the vote counting in 
Phoenix, Arizona, November 
13.  REUTERS/Caitlin O’Hara

The sun is seen through 
smoke rising from a 
tactical fire near Lezha, 
Albania. REUTERS/Flori-
on Goga

A demonstrator 
stands outside the 
vandalized build-
ing of the farm-
er’s union during 
a protest as part 
of a general 
strike demanding 
authorities hold a 
census next year 
before elections 
in 2025, in Santa 
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We Appreciate All Of Your SupportWe Appreciate All Of Your Support
On behalf of the ITC 20th Anniversary Gala
Host Committee, we would like to sincerely
thank you all for your steadfast support and
participation in the Gala.

This event was a great success due to your
valuable contribution. The ITC could not do it
without the generous support of our sponsors.

We are so honored that Secretary Chao
made a special trip from DC to show her
support for us.

Mayor Turner has announced November 11,
2022, as Houston International Trade Center
Day. Over the last 20 years the ITC has
hosted many educational and community
programs in fulfillment of its vision and
mission.

Our dear friend, Congressman Al Green and
Sheila Jackson Lee also brought their
remarks and proclamations to the Gala. We
sincerely thank them for their support over the
years.

On this day, we just are so happy and grateful
for all of your support. Thank you all again.
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Activists and immigrants with temporary protected status march toward the 
White House on Feb. 23, 2021, in Washington, D.C., in a call for Congress and 
the Biden administration to pass immigration reform legislation. 
The Biden administration on Thursday said it would 
extend the deportation protections and work permits 
of an estimated 337,000 immigrants from El Sal-
vador, Nicaragua, Nepal and Honduras through the 
summer of 2024, preempting a court decision that 
could have led to their legal status expiring next year.
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) said 
in a notice that it will allow immigrants from these 
countries to continue living and working in the U.S. 
legally under the Temporary Protected Status (TPS) 
policy until at least June 2024. Created in 1990, TPS 
is a deportation relief program the U.S. can extend to 
nationals of countries beset by armed conflict, natu-
ral disasters or other humanitarian crises.
Thursday’s announcement comes two weeks after 
court negotiations between the Biden administration 
and lawyers representing TPS holders broke down, 
paving the way for the Trump administration’s de-
cision to terminate the legal status of hundreds of 
thousands of immigrants enrolled in the program to 
take effect.

But in its notice on Thursday, DHS said immigrants 
from El Salvador, Nicaragua, Nepal and Honduras 
would get to keep their work permits and deportation 
protections at least 365 days after the department is 
allowed to end the TPS programs in question, or until 

June 30, 2024 — whichever date comes later.
The June 30, 2024, extension also applies to cer-
tain Haitian and Sudanese immigrants, but they 
are also eligible to apply for work permits and 
deportation protections under expansions of TPS 
programs for Haiti and Sudan announced by the 
Biden administration that are not affected by the 
litigation in federal court.
“DHS is well aware of the importance of Tem-
porary Protected Status (TPS) in providing sta-
bility to people’s lives,” a DHS spokesperson 
said in a statement to CBS News on Thursday.                                                                                                                                        
As of the end of 2021, 241,699 Salvadorans, 
76,737 Hondurans, 14,556 Nepalis and 4,250 
Nicaraguans were enrolled in the TPS program, 
according to U.S. Citizenship and Immigration 
Services (USCIS) data.
TPS allows beneficiaries to live and work in the 
country without fear of deportation, but it does not 
provide them a path to permanent residency or 
citizenship. Those who lose their TPS protections 
could become eligible for deportation, unless they 
apply for, and are granted, another immigration 
benefit.

As part of its immigration crackdown, the Trump 

administration tried to terminate TPS programs 
for hundreds of thousands of immigrants from El 
Salvador, Haiti, Nicaragua, Sudan, Honduras and 
Nepal. But those terminations were blocked in 
federal courts by lawsuits that argued the termina-
tions were rooted in racial animus and not properly 
justified 
In September 2020, however, the 9th Circuit Court 
of Appeals gave the Trump administration the 
greenlight to end the TPS programs, saying courts 
could not review DHS decisions related to the 
policy. The ruling, however, did not take effect, be-
cause attorneys representing the TPS holders asked 
the court to consider rehearing the case “en banc,” 
or with all active judges participating.                                                                                                
The Biden administration, which pledged to pre-
vent the deportation of TPS holders to “unsafe” 
countries, entered into court negotiations to try to 
settle the litigation over the Trump-era termination 
decisions. It also formally extended the TPS pro-
grams for immigrants from Haiti and Sudan.
After a year of court negotiations, attorneys for 
TPS holders announced on Oct. 26 that they had 
failed to reach a settlement with the Biden admin-
istration. Both parties are now waiting for the 9th 
Circuit to decide whether it will grant or deny the 
request to rehear the case.
If the request is denied, the 9th Circuit’s ruling 
from September 2020 will become binding, unless 
the Supreme Court intervenes.

Ahilan Arulanantham, one of the attorneys repre-
senting TPS holders in the litigation, said Thurs-
day’s announcement was an “important victory.” 
But he called it an “interim one.”
“Despite today’s extension, the Biden administra-
tion is still defending Trump’s racist TPS termi-
nation decisions in court, which unless the Biden 
administration acts, will remain on the books,” said 
Arulanantham, the co-director of the Center for 
Immigration Law and Policy at the UCLA School 
of Law.
Arulanantham called on the Biden administration 
to create new TPS programs for El Salvador, Nic-
aragua, Nepal and Honduras, just like it has done 
for Haiti and Sudan.
Democratic lawmakers have advocated for TPS 
holders to be allowed to apply for permanent resi-
dency as part of a proposal to legalize unauthorized 
immigrants who have lived in the U.S. for years. 
Many TPS holders have lived in the country for 
over two decades. The TPS program for El Salva-
dor, for example, began in 2001.
But congressional Democrats and Republicans 
have not been able to forge an agreement on immi-
gration for decades, and GOP lawmakers have in-

creasingly opposed creating legalization programs, 
absent changes to U.S. border policy. (Courtesy 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/)
Related
Venezuelan Migration To The U.S. Border De-
creased In October, But Overall Migrant Ar-

rivals Remained High
Washington, DC — Recently announced U.S. 
immigration policies led to a significant reduc-
tion in Venezuelan migration to the U.S.-Mexico 
border in Oct., but overall migrant apprehensions 
remained high, propelled by the arrival of tens of 
thousands of Cubans and Nicaraguans, federal sta-
tistics released late Monday show.
U.S. immigration officials encountered migrants 
230,678 times along the southern border last 
month, a 1.9% increase from September, accord-
ing to the Customs and Border Protection data. 
Roughly 19% of those encounters involved repeat 
crossings by migrants who had been previously 
processed by U.S. border agents.
Border Patrol recorded 204,273 apprehensions of 
migrants who entered the U.S. illegally, a slight 
decrease from Sept., while the Office of Field Op-
erations, another CBP agency, processed 26,405 
migrants at official ports of entry, where the Biden 
administration has been admitting certain asy-
lum-seekers.

Venezuelan migrants were processed 22,044 times 
in Oct., a 35% decrease from the record high of 
33,804 reported the previous month. The drop 
comes after the U.S. on Oct. 12 began expelling 
Venezuelans to Mexico under a public health order 
known as Title 42. The Biden administration also 
launched a program to allow up to 24,000 Vene-
zuelans to enter the U.S. legally if they have U.S.-
based financial sponsors.
But the drop in Venezuelan migration was offset 
by the arrival of 28,848 Cubans and 20,917 Nica-
raguans, a monthly record for the latter nationality. 
Mexico has generally not allowed the U.S. to expel 
Cubans or Nicaraguans to its territory, prompting 
U.S. officials to allow most of them to seek asylum 
inside the country, since Cuba and Nicaragua do 
not accept regular U.S. expulsion flights.  
Troy Miller, who was named acting CBP com-
missioner last weekend following the resignation 
of Chris Magnus, said migration from Cuba and 
Nicaragua continued to be at a “historic high” due 
to political and economic turmoil in both countries, 
which are ruled by repressive regimes.
“This reflects the challenge that is gripping the 
hemisphere, as displaced populations flee authori-
tarianism, corruption, violence, and poverty,” Mill-
er said in his statement.

The tally of unique migrants from Cuba, Nicara-
gua and Venezuela in Oct. collectively exceeded 
the number of migrants from Mexico, Guatemala, 
Honduras and El Salvador taken into U.S. border 
custody, continuing an unprecedented demograph-
ic shift that the U.S. has struggled to respond to, 
according to CBP calculations.
The U.S. carried out over 78,000 migrant expul-
sions in Oct. — including 5,855 expulsions of Ven-
ezuleans. Those expelled under Title 42 are barred 
from seeking asylum, which U.S. law allows mi-
grants to request if they are on U.S. soil, regardless 
of whether they entered the country unlawfully.
Migrants who are not expelled under Title 42 are 
processed under U.S. immigration law. Generally, 
that means they are transferred by Border Patrol to 
another agency, released with instructions to see a 
judge or an immigration office or processed under 
a fast-track deportation process known as expedit-
ed removal.
While the U.S. struggles to expel many migrants 
who are not from Mexico or Central America 
because of diplomatic and logistical reasons, the 
Biden administration has exempted several groups 
from Title 42, including unaccompanied children 
and asylum-seekers identified as vulnerable. 

The numbers released Monday show the mi-
gration wave to the U.S.-Mexico border during 
President Biden’s administration continues to defy 
pre-pandemic seasonal patterns, during which mi-
grant arrivals peaked in the spring and declined in 
the hot summer months and the fall.
The statistics also suggest that migrant encounters 
along the southern border will continue to resem-
ble, or perhaps surpass, the record levels reported 
in fiscal year 2022, when U.S. immigration of-
ficials encountered migrants nearly 2.4 million 
times, an all-time high. (Courtesy https://www.
cbsnews.com/news/)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

U.S. Extends Temporary Legal            
Status Of 337,000 Immigrants 

Through 2024 Amid Court Battle
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Secretary of Health and Human Services Xavier 
Becerra answers questions during a Senate Health, 
Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee hearing 
to discuss reopening schools during the coronavirus 
disease (COVID-19) at Capitol Hill in Washington, 
D.C., September 30, 2021. (Photo Greg Nash | Pool 
| Reuters)

Key Points
HHS did not alert states of any intent to lift the public 
health emergency by a Friday notification deadline, 
which means it will remain place at least through mid 

January.
The public health emergency, first declared in Janu-
ary 2020 and renewed every 90 days since, has had a 

vast impact on the U.S. health-care system.
The declaration has dramatically expanded public 
health insurance through Medicaid and the Chil-

dren’s Health Insurance Program.
The U.S. Covid public health emergency will remain in 
place past Jan. 11 after the federal government did not 
notify states or health-care provides on Friday of any 
intent to lift the declaration.
Health and Human Services Secretary Secretary Xavi-
er Becerra has promised to give stakeholders 60 days 
notice before lifting the emergency declaration so they 
can prepare for a return to normal operations. In Octo-
ber, HHS extended the public health emergency until 
Jan. 11.
HHS did not provide a 60-day notice on Friday, which 
was the deadline to alert states and health-care providers 
if the federal government planned to lift the declaration 
on Jan. 11, according to a Health and Human Services 
spokesperson. Since HHS did not provide notification, 
the emergency will remain in place for at least another 
60 days until mid January.
Public health officials are expecting another Covid surge 
this winter as people gather more indoors where the vi-
rus spreads easier. The future also remains uncertain as 
more immune evasive omicron subvariants become 
dominant in the U.S.

How the U.S. fares against 
Covid this fall and winter will 
help determine whether the 
emergency needs to be re-

newed again moving forward, Becerra told reporters 
in October.
The public health emergency, first declared in Janu-
ary 2020 and renewed every 90 days since, has had a 
vast impact on the U.S. health-care system. The dec-
laration has dramatically expanded public health in-
surance through Medicaid and the Children’s Health 
Insurance Program. Enrollment in these programs in-
creased 26% during the pandemic to a record of more 
than 89 million people as of June.
HHS has estimated that as many as 15 million people 
could lose Medicaid or CHIP once the programs re-
turn to normal operations.
The emergency declaration has also given hospitals 
and other health-care providers more flexibility in 
how they operate. (Courtesy https://www.cnbc.com/)
Related

U.S. Flu Epidemic Is Official
The U.S. is officially in a flu epidemic, federal 
health officials say. Preparations Underway 
to deploy troops and ventilators if necessary

The U.S. has “crossed the epidemic threshold” 
when it comes to flu, federal health officials said 
Friday, as they outlined plans to deploy troops 
and FEMA personnel, and supplies like ventila-
tors, if needed, in response to a nationwide surge 
of respiratory illnesses that also includes RSV and 
COVID.
U.S. flu hospitalizations are higher now than they’ve 
been at this point in every other flu season since 2010-
2011, officials with the U.S. Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention said on a press call. The country 
is seeing a resurgence of non-COVID respiratory ill-
nesses like flu, RSV, rhinovirus, and enterovirus, with 
background levels of COVID, according to Dr. José 
Romero, director of the National Center for Immuni-
zation and Respiratory Diseases.
Federal officials are monitoring hospital capacity 
throughout the U.S. and are “standing by to deploy 
additional personnel and supplies as needed,” Dawn 
O’Connell, assistant secretary of the Department of 
Health and Human Services’ Administration for Stra-
tegic Preparedness and Response, said on the call. 

If a state or jurisdiction exceeds its ability to care for 
patients, a team from the National Disaster Medi-
cal System may be deployed, she said, adding that 
response might also include personnel from the 
Department of Defense and the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, or FEMA. If extra supplies like 
ventilators or personal protective equipment are need-
ed, they’re available upon request from the Strategic 
National Stockpile, she added. No states had request-
ed this level of support as of Friday.
Flu causing more severe illness in the young, elderly
Federal health officials on Friday painted a picture 
of some respiratory illnesses like flu surging in some 
areas of the country, with other areas seeing peaks of 
RSV, or respiratory syncytial virus infection. Cases of 
COVID and flu-like illnesses are occurring all areas, 
they said.

RSV is a common virus that hospitalizes thousands 
of infants and young children each year, though it can 
also pose a risk to the elderly. Symptoms can range 
from mild cold-like ailments like sneezing, sore throat, 
fever, and stuffy nose to pneumonia, which can prove 
fatal. Patients can quickly take a turn for the worst.
In the Southeast U.S., nearly 20% of flu tests sent to a 
lab are returning positive—most of them for influenza 
A, which appears to be more severe in children and 
the elderly. In the Mid-Atlantic and Midwest regions, 
an early flu season is also causing severe illness in 
those age groups, according to Romero. The second 
influenza-related pediatric death of the season was 
recently reported, he added.
But flu isn’t the country’s only problem when it 
comes to respiratory illnesses, nor is COVID. Eight 
out of 10 regions of the country are seeing levels of 
RSV “significantly higher than those seen at the same 
time in previous years.” And levels of “influenza-like” 
illness, defined as a fever with cold-like symptoms or 
sore throat, are also high for the time of year, Romero 
added.

An alert to health care providers throughout the U.S. 
will soon be issued, detailing best practices regarding 
testing and treatment for, and prevention of, the vari-
ety of respiratory illnesses being seen en masse so ear-
ly this season, he said. He advised parents of children 
who have trouble breathing, who appear to be blue, 
who are experiencing chest or muscle pain, who are 
dehydrated (no urine for eight hours is one sign), and/
or who are not alert or interactive when awake to seek 
immediate medical attention.
O’Connell encouraged all Americans to cover their 
coughs. And she encouraged those at high risk for ill-
ness—like infants and young children, those 65 and 
older, pregnant individuals, and those with certain 
chronic health conditions—to stay away from people 
who are sick and wash their hands frequently, or use 
alcohol-based hand sanitizer.

“People may choose to wear a well-fitting mask as an 
added precaution,” she added. She also plugged anti-
virals like Tamiflu for flu and Paxlovid for COVID, 
though she emphasized that they must be taken short-
ly after symptom onset if they’re going to blunt the 
impact of an infection.

California’s Orange County is overwhelmed—
and it’s not alone

Earlier this week California’s Orange County de-
clared a health emergency due to an overwhelming 
surge in respiratory illness that’s pushing pediatric 
hospitals to their limits.
Sky-high numbers of young patients are seeking 
emergency-room care in area children’s hospitals for 
RSV, the flu, flu-like illnesses, and, to a lesser extent, 
COVID, the OC Health Care Agency said Monday. 
The emergency declaration allows the county to re-
ceive help from the state and federal governments, 
and to seek aid from nearby counties.

Children’s Hospital of Orange County is seeing up-
wards of 400 children in its emergency department 
daily—a record high—and is using all available space 
to meet demands. It has activated a command center 
within the hospital to manage the high patient load, 
a spokesperson told Fortune in a Tuesday statement.

Southern California is far from alone, with pediatric 
hospitals all across North America experiencing sim-
ilar struggles—and some even considering outdoor 
tents to house patients and calling in the National 
Guard for help. The vast majority—around 75% —of 
U.S. children’s hospital beds are currently full, ac-
cording to NBC News. To the north, Canada is seeing 
similar issues, with some pediatric hospitals canceling 
surgeries, according to media reports. Children’s Hos-
pital of Eastern Ontario, a pediatric hospital in Otta-
wa, was at 130% capacity for intensive care beds and 
134% capacity for inpatient beds, respectively, last 
week, a Canadian TV outlet reported.

Fortune has repeatedly reached out to HHS over the 
past week and a half, inquiring as to the number of pe-
diatric hospital beds occupied in the U.S., but has not 
received a response. But anecdotally, the figure has a 
ring of truth, Dr. Anita Patel, a critical care doctor at 
Children’s National hospital in Washington, D.C., told 
Fortune on Tuesday. Patel is in contact with other East 
Coast pediatric hospitals, “and almost every single 
major one” is nearly full, she said.
Children’s National has been operating close to capac-
ity for over a month. It’s formed an additional team of 
high-level ICU doctors to care for children who need 
ICU admission, but who must stay in the emergency 
room until a bed opens up, according to Patel.
The surge in pediatric patients was initially fueled 
by the common cold, but RSV quickly surpassed it. 
While levels of RSV have since plateaued, “the flu 
is really on a rapid rise in our region,” she said, add-
ing that her hospital hasn’t recently seen a significant 
number of patients with COVID or other coronavirus-
es that can cause respiratory illness.

“I can honestly say that, unfortunately, with both RSV 
and the flu, we have had kids that needed to be intu-
bated or have breathing tubes to help get through viral 
illness,” she said.
“I’ve been a practicing ICU doctor for a decade now, 
and I think I can safely say this is one of the worst 
surges I’ve ever seen.”
Doctors and public health officials have been keep-
ing a close eye on the U.S. flu season this fall out of 
concern that the virus will strike early and hit children 
particularly hard, as it did in Australia this spring. 
While hospitalizations and deaths were nothing un-
usual there, cases of flu peaked earlier and higher. And 
children and teens, who usually fare well with the flu, 
bore the brunt. The majority of reported flu cases were 
among young people ages 0–14, according to an Oct. 
9 report from the Australian government. (Courtesy 
https://fortune.com/)

Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

Covid Public Health Emergency
 And Flu Outbreak Attack The Nation

U.S. Will Keep Covid Public 
Health Emergency In Place                
Until At Least Mid January
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